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Moses is pictured as idealist reformer, and political
manipulator as his rise to power and eventual domination of
New York State politics is documented
If you're vexed and perplexed by PowerPoint, pick up a copy
of Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances. This funny, and often
opinionated, guide is chock full of tools and techniques for
eliminating all the problems that drive audiences and
presenters crazy. There's nothing more discouraging than an
unresponsive audience--or worse, one that snickers at your
slides. And there's nothing more maddening than technical
glitches that turn your carefully planned slide show into a car
wreck. Envious when you see other presenters effectively use
nifty features that you've never been able to get to work right?
Suffer no more! Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances by Microsoft
PowerPoint MVP Echo Swinford rides to the rescue. Microsoft
PowerPoint is the most popular presentation software on the
planet, with an estimated 30 million presentations given each
day. So no matter how frustrated you get, you're not about to
chuck the program in the Recycle Bin. Fixing PowerPoint
Annoyances, presents smart solutions to a variety of all-toofamiliar, real-world annoyances. The book is divided into big
categories, with annoyances grouped by topic. You can read
it cover to cover or simply jump to the chapter or section most
relevant to you. Inside its pages you'll learn how to create
your own templates, work with multiple masters and slide
layouts, and take advantage of various alignment and
formatting tools. You'll also learn how to import Excel data;
insert graphics, PDF, and Word content; create, edit, and
format organization charts and diagrams; use action settings
and hyperlinks to jump to other slides; and add sound, video,
and other types of multimedia to spark up your presentations.
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Entertaining and informative, Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances
is filled with humorous illustrations and packed with sidebars,
tips, and tricks, as well as links to cool resources on the Web.
A timeless classic with more than 165,000 copies sold, The
Bare Bones Camera Course for Film and Video has been
chosen by over 700 colleges to teach basic film and video
techniques. Written by a working professional, The Bare
Bones Camera Course is the most user-friendly book
available on the subject of film and video production; it
reduces the shooting experience to its essence, making
complicated concepts easy to grasp. Using simple clear
language and more than 150 illustrations, the book explains:
Exposure Lenses Composition Basic sequence Crossing the
line Lighting And much more! When you finish this book, you
will know and understand how to shoot good pictures that will
edit together seamlessly in post-production. With added
chapters on sound and editing, this new edition of The Bare
Bones Camera Course for Film and Video rounds out the
education of any filmmaker. Allworth Press, an imprint of
Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on
the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business
of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design,
theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design,
writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal
forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas
overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author
whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and
New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring allnew advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
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“the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplaceadvice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly
helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may
need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say
when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for
it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit
“reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud
speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the
holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to
the idea that you should be professional (even when others
are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where
you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly,
warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her
advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new
to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge
fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is
even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most
vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so
with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole
Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the
ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a
diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke
Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
How to write and illustrate children's books.
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A re-issue of Tim Wynne-Jones and Eric Beddows’ classic
picture book Zoom at Sea, published in celebration of
Groundwood’s 35th anniversary. The enhanced epub version
includes a read-aloud feature of the story narrated by Tim
Wynne-Jones. This fanciful nautical adventure stars a
winsome cat named Zoom, who stays indoors paddling in the
sink or sailing in the bathtub all night when other selfrespecting cats are out mousing and howling at the moon.
One day Zoom finds in his Uncle Roy's diary a map of the sea
and how to get there, which leads him to the huge house of
the beautiful Maria. When, with the turn of a large wheel,
mysterious Maria launches him on a wonderful sea voyage,
the first of Zoom’s adventures begins.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · WALL STREET
JOURNAL BESTSELLER · USA TODAY BESTSELLER “The
Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse is not only a thoughtprovoking, discussion-worthy story, the book itself is an object
of art.”- The New York Times From the revered British
illustrator, a modern fable for all ages that explores life’s
universal lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white
drawings. “What do you want to be when you grow up?”
asked the mole. “Kind,” said the boy. Charlie Mackesy offers
inspiration and hope in uncertain times in this beautiful book
based on his famous quartet of characters. The Boy, the
Mole, the Fox, and the Horse explores their unlikely friendship
and the poignant, universal lessons they learn together.
Radiant with Mackesy’s warmth and gentle wit, The Boy, the
Mole, the Fox, and the Horse blends hand-written narrative
with dozens of drawings, including some of his best-loved
illustrations (including “Help,” which has been shared over
one million times) and new, never-before-seen material. A
modern classic in the vein of The Tao of Pooh, The
Alchemist, and The Giving Tree, this charmingly designed
keepsake will be treasured for generations to come.
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The toys surrounding a boy who has fallen asleep while
playing in his room reappear as fantastical images as he
dreams.
"In this book with no pictures, the reader has to say every silly
word, no matter what"-One goes zip,two go zoom.Three witches glide from room to
room. So begins this witchy counting story. Counting up from
1 to 10 and back down again, ten witches jump on a
broom--and then fall off one by one! Written in pitch-perfect
rhyme, and full of fun read-aloud energy that will have kids
memorizing lines and clamoring to read the book again and
again, this book hits the mash-up sweet spot between an
important concept and Halloween fun!
Illustrations and simple rhyming text show that while the body
parts of various human and Muppet characters may look
different, they have similar uses.-Master the Art of Writing Enthralling Tales for the Youngest
pre-and emerging readers! Fully updated and thoroughly
revised, Writing Picture Books Revised and Expanded Edition
is the go-to resource for writers crafting stories for children
ages two to eight. You'll learn the unique set of skills it takes
to bring your story to life by using tightly focused text and
leaving room for the illustrator to be creative. Award-winning
author Ann Whitford Paul helps you develop the skills you
need by walking you through techniques and exercises
specifically for picture book writers. You'll find: • Instruction
on generating ideas, creating characters, point-of-view,
beginnings and endings, plotting, word count, rhyme, and
more • Unique methods for using poetic techniques to enrich
your writing • Hands-on revision exercises (get out your
scissors, tape, and highlighters) to help identify problems and
improve your picture book manuscripts • Updated tips for
researching the changing picture book market, approaching
publishers, working with an agent, and developing a platform
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• All new quizzes and examples from picture books
throughout • New chapters cover issues such as page turns,
agents, and self-publishing Whether you're just starting out as
a picture book writer or have tried unsuccessfully to get your
work published, Writing Picture Books Revised and Expanded
Edition is just what you need to craft picture books that will
appeal to young children and parents, and agents and
editors.
Readers can embark on an incredible visual journey that
introduces them to various perspectives and points of view,
daring them to discover what is on the other side of each
image.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY
wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote more
than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes.
The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you
manage your business (instead of managing personalities).
Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide
offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that
empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective
communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other
specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's
bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes
Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and
verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to
explore several common forms of conflict—and their
resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved
effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop
businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your
workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Ocean Animals for Kids A sing-along-story set to the cadence
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of The Farmer in the Dell, featuring waves, crabs and lots of
beachy fun! It’s time to go to the beach, but what will we do
there? Toddlers and preschoolers will love the rhythmic and
repetitive text which can be read or sung.
"Moving from the wide world to the snugness of home and
back out again, Village by the Sea tells the story of longing for
the comforts of home"-A boy describes his friendship with Matt, whose autism
spectrum disorder causes him to behave strangely at times,
and how he make things easier for Matt at school and in their
neighborhood.
Annotation With the iOS 8.1 software and the new iPhone 6
and 6 Plus, Apple has taken its flagship products into new
realms of power and beauty. The modern iPhone comes with
everythingcamera, music player, Internet, flashlightexcept a
printed manual. Fortunately, David Pogue is back with this
expanded edition of his witty, full-color guide: the worlds most
popular iPhone book. The iPhone 6 and 6 Plus. This book
unearths all the secrets of the newest iPhones. Bigger
screens, faster chips, astonishing cameras, WiFi calling,
Apple Pay, crazy thin. The iOS 8.1 software. Older iPhone
models gain predictive typing, iCloud Drive, Family Sharing,
"Hey Siri," the Health app, and about 195 more new features.
Its all here, in these pages. The apps. That catalog of 1.3
million add-on programs makes the iPhones phone features
almost secondary. Now youll know how to find, exploit, and
troubleshoot those apps. The iPhone may be the worlds
coolest computer, but its still a computer, with all of a
computers complexities. iPhone: The Missing Manual is a
funny, gorgeously illustrated guide to the tips, shortcuts, and
workarounds that will turn you, too, into an iPhone master.
Listen up! The sounds of the city come to life in this vivid
picture book that’s ready-made for repetition and perfect for
preschool. From the TING-A-LING-A-LING of an alarm clock
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in the morning to the RUMBLE RATTLE of the subway and
the BEEEEEP-BEEEEP of the streaming traffic, all the way to
the SHHHHHHHHHHHHHH hush of evening, the exciting and
lively sounds of the city are vibrantly expressed. Experience
an energetic day in the city through the eyes and ears of a
young boy in this interactive picture book that’s ideal for
reading aloud.
This wordless picture book provides page after page of
shapes that carry the reader through a bright and exciting
journey to different places filled with different colors. Reprint.
“Powerful… Tells a singular story to illuminate a universal
truth.”--The New York Times Book Review The shocking
truth about postwar adoption in America, told through the
bittersweet story of one teenager, the son she was forced to
relinquish, and their search to find each other During the
Baby Boom in 1960s America, women were encouraged to
stay home and raise large families, but sex and childbirth
were taboo subjects. Premarital sex was common, but birth
control was hard to get and abortion was illegal. In 1961,
sixteen-year-old Margaret Erle fell in love and became
pregnant. Her enraged family sent her to a maternity home,
and after she gave birth, she wasn't even allowed her to hold
her own son. Social workers threatened her with jail until she
signed away her parental rights. Her son vanished, his
whereabouts and new identity known only to an adoption
agency that would never share the slightest detail about his
fate. Claiming to be acting in the best interests of all, the
adoption business was founded on secrecy and lies.
American Baby lays out how a lucrative and exploitative
industry removed children from their birth mothers and placed
them with hopeful families, fabricating stories about infants'
origins and destinations, then closing the door firmly between
the parties forever. Adoption agencies and other
organizations that purported to help pregnant women struck
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unethical deals with doctors and researchers for
pseudoscientific "assessments," and shamed millions of
young women into surrendering their children. Gabrielle
Glaser dramatically demonstrates the power of the
expectations and institutions that Margaret faced. Margaret
went on to marry and raise a large family with David's father,
but she never stopped longing for and worrying about her
firstborn. She didn't know he spent the first years of his life
living just a few blocks away from her; as he grew, he
wondered about where he came from and why he was given
up. Their tale--one they share with millions of Americans--is
one of loss, love, and the search for identity. Adoption's
closed records are being legally challenged in states
nationwide. Open adoption is the rule today, but the identities
of many who were adopted or who surrendered a child in the
postwar decades are locked in sealed files. American Baby
illuminates a dark time in our history and shows a path to
reunion that can help heal the wounds inflicted by years of
shame and secrecy.
When Lauretta tries out a 92-speed, silver and gold, dirt-bike
wheelchair, she gets a speeding ticket during her one-day
tryout, but when her older brother has an accident, only
Lauretta and her amazing wheelchair can whisk him to the
hospital in time. Reprint.
Full-color illustrations drawn with a new type of visual sleightof-hand reveal striking surprises and promise to alter the
viewer's perspective of what is actually there. By the author of
Zoom.
A wordless picture book takes young readers on an
imaginative journey to different places with each turn of the
page as various landscapes are presented in full-color
illustration. Reprint.

Museums: filled with mysterious, magical art and
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curiosities? Or secrets? And what might happen if a boy
suddenly became part of one of the mind-bending
exhibits? Join the fun in Museum Trip, by Barbara
Lehman, the author-illustrator of the Caldecott
Honor–winning The Red Book.
An honest explanation about how power and privilege
factor into the lives of white children, at the expense of
other groups, and how they can help seek justice. --THE
NEW YORK TIMES **A WHITE RAVEN 2019
SELECTION** NAMED ONE OF SCHOOL LIBRARY
JOURNAL'S BEST BOOKS OF 2018 Not My Idea: A
Book About Whiteness is a picture book about racism
and racial justice, inviting white children and parents to
become curious about racism, accept that it's real, and
cultivate justice. This book does a phenomenal job of
explaining how power and privilege affect us from birth,
and how we can educate ourselves...Not My Idea is an
incredibly important book, one that we should all be
using as a catalyst for our anti-racist education. --THE
TINY ACTIVIST Quite frankly, the first book I've seen
that provides an honest explanation for kids about the
state of race in America today. --ELIZABETH BIRD,
librarian "It's that exact mix of true-to-life humor and
unflinching honesty that makes Higginbotham's book
work so well..."--PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (*Starred
Review) A much-needed title that provides a strong
foundation for critical discussions of white people and
racism, particularly for young audiences. Recommended
for all collections. --SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL
(*Starred Review) A necessary children's book about
whiteness, white supremacy, and resistance... Important,
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accessible, needed. --KIRKUS REVIEWS A timely story
that addresses racism, civic responsibility, and the
concept of whiteness. --FOREWORD REVIEWS For
white folks who aren't sure how to talk to their kids about
race, this book is the perfect beginning. --O MAGAZINE
“The best memoir I've ever read.” —Oprah Winfrey “Will
Smith isn't holding back in his bravely inspiring new
memoir . . . An ultimately heartwarming read, Will
provides a humane glimpse of the man behind the actor,
producer and musician, as he bares all his insecurities
and trauma.” —USA Today One of the most dynamic and
globally recognized entertainment forces of our time
opens up fully about his life, in a brave and inspiring
book that traces his learning curve to a place where
outer success, inner happiness, and human connection
are aligned. Along the way, Will tells the story in full of
one of the most amazing rides through the worlds of
music and film that anyone has ever had. Will Smith’s
transformation from a West Philadelphia kid to one of the
biggest rap stars of his era, and then one of the biggest
movie stars in Hollywood history, is an epic tale—but it’s
only half the story. Will Smith thought, with good reason,
that he had won at life: not only was his own success
unparalleled, his whole family was at the pinnacle of the
entertainment world. Only they didn't see it that way:
they felt more like star performers in his circus, a sevendays-a-week job they hadn't signed up for. It turned out
Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over. This memoir is
the product of a profound journey of self-knowledge, a
reckoning with all that your will can get you and all that it
can leave behind. Written with the help of Mark Manson,
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author of the multi-million-copy bestseller The Subtle Art
of Not Giving a F*ck, Will is the story of how one person
mastered his own emotions, written in a way that can
help everyone else do the same. Few of us will know the
pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for
the highest of stakes, but we can all understand that the
fuel that works for one stage of our journey might have to
be changed if we want to make it all the way home. The
combination of genuine wisdom of universal value and a
life story that is preposterously entertaining, even
astonishing, puts Will the book, like its author, in a
category by itself.
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to
the zoo, if he were in charge.
Activities based on these wordless picture books that
present a series of sequential 'pictures within pictures'
help to develop communication and problem solving
skills.
A wordless picture book presents a series of scenes,
each one from farther away, showing, for example, a
boat which becomes the image on a magazine, which is
held in a hand, which belongs to a boy, and so on.
Zoom around Earth from A to Z with astronauts on the
International Space Station in Astronauts Zoom! "You
are there" photos and fun, fact-filled text give young
readers and listeners a space-eye view of astronauts in
action in this out-of-this-world alphabet book.
Follows a young boy as he helps to care for the new
baby in his family.

“Might be just the book to bring out your inner
astronomer . . . over 250 pages of breathtaking
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images from the past 50 years of NASA’s space
exploration.” —Parade Preface by Bill Nye This
magnificent volume offers a rich visual tour of the
planets in our solar system. More than two-hundred
breathtaking photographs from the archives of NASA
are paired with extended captions detailing the
science behind some of our cosmic neighborhood’s
most extraordinary phenomena. Images of newly
discovered areas of Jupiter, fiery volcanoes on
Venus, and many more reveal the astronomical
marvels of space in engrossing detail. Anyone with
an interest in science, astronomy, and the mysteries
of the universe will delight in this awe-inspiring guide
to the wonders of the solar system. “As you turn
through the pages, you’re hit with true moments of
awe, photos that remind you the power of nature
extends beyond our own planet.” —Houston
Chronicle “Breathtaking pictures show the
otherworldly magic of the solar system . . . The
images are at once humbling and uplifting: Here in
the black void of space is Saturn’s frozen moon,
Mimas, white and pitted like a galactic golf ball; here
is the tiny golden orb called Io, casting a shadow in a
perfect inky circle on the marbled surface of Jupiter;
here is the great sun, flames spurting from its
surface like plumes.” —The Wall Street Journal “[A]
gorgeous photographic tour of space . . . The
collection is a remarkable reminder of how much has
been learned about the planets over the past few
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decades, solving many mysteries yet introducing
many more.” —Publishers Weekly
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A Best Book of
2021: Entertainment Weekly, Good Morning
America, Wall Street Journal, and more From the
indie rockstar of Japanese Breakfast fame, and
author of the viral 2018 New Yorker essay that
shares the title of this book, an unflinching, powerful
memoir about growing up Korean American, losing
her mother, and forging her own identity. In this
exquisite story of family, food, grief, and endurance,
Michelle Zauner proves herself far more than a
dazzling singer, songwriter, and guitarist. With
humor and heart, she tells of growing up one of the
few Asian American kids at her school in Eugene,
Oregon; of struggling with her mother's particular,
high expectations of her; of a painful adolescence; of
treasured months spent in her grandmother's tiny
apartment in Seoul, where she and her mother
would bond, late at night, over heaping plates of
food. As she grew up, moving to the East Coast for
college, finding work in the restaurant industry, and
performing gigs with her fledgling band--and meeting
the man who would become her husband--her
Koreanness began to feel ever more distant, even as
she found the life she wanted to live. It was her
mother's diagnosis of terminal cancer, when Michelle
was twenty-five, that forced a reckoning with her
identity and brought her to reclaim the gifts of taste,
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language, and history her mother had given her.
Vivacious and plainspoken, lyrical and honest,
Zauner's voice is as radiantly alive on the page as it
is onstage. Rich with intimate anecdotes that will
resonate widely, and complete with family photos,
Crying in H Mart is a book to cherish, share, and
reread.
When the moon rises high and the stars twinkle, it is
bedtime for the baby animals of the Indian forest. But
tonight, when the skies turn dark and the night grows
stormy, the little ones can't sleep. SWISH-SWISH!
CRACK-TRACK! FLASH-SNAP! goes the storm.
Only Mama Elephant with her words of wisdom can
reassure them, "You're safe with me."
Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot
more than simply store and edit pictures and videos
on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive
guide, you’ll learn how to import, organize, and
share your digital memories, as well as how to
improve, print, and use your photos in creative
projects. With Lesa Snider’s step-by-step
instructions and expert advice, you’ll master Photos
and tame your image library—and have fun along the
way! The important stuff you need to know: Migrate
from iPhoto. Learn how to make a quick and smooth
transition. Organize your collection with ease. Master
the many ways to import, group, and categorize
images—and set up iCloud Family Sharing. Find your
photos quickly. Employ Photos’ powerful labeling,
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keyword and facial recognition features to optimize
searches. Sharpen your editing skills. Skillfully use
Photos’ impressive image- and video-editing tools
on your Mac or iOS device. Access photos
anywhere. Sync your library to all of your Apple
devices so your photos travel with you wherever you
go. Share them online. Show your shots to everyone
on your list by using shared albums, creating web
galleries, posting them on Facebook, and more. Dive
into creative projects. Build pro-level slideshows to
share with others, and create gorgeous gift books,
calendars, and cards.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their
parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors
showing what life is like on the spectrum. It's also my
love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have
been forced to navigate a world where all the road
signs are written in another language." With a
reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric
Garcia shows what it's like to be autistic across
America. Garcia began writing about autism because
he was frustrated by the media's coverage of it; the
myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the
narrow portrayals of autistic people as white men
working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic
person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and
works as a journalist covering politics in Washington
D.C. Garcia realized he needed to put into writing
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what so many autistic people have been saying for
years; autism is a part of their identity, they don't
need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses
his own life as a springboard to discuss the social
and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on the
spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores
how autistic people wrestle with systems that were
not built with them in mind. At the same time, he
shares the experiences of all types of autistic people,
from those with higher support needs, to autistic
people of color, to those in the LGBTQ community.
In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform
to articulate their own needs, rather than having
others speak for them, which has been the standard
for far too long.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan,
The Duchess of Sussex’s first children’s book, The
Bench, beautifully captures the special relationship
between father and son, as seen through a mother’s
eyes. The book’s storytelling and illustration give us
snapshots of shared moments that evoke a deep
sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This
is your bench Where you’ll witness great joy. From
here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The
Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly
captures the evolving and expanding relationship
between father and son and reminds us of the many
ways that love can take shape and be expressed in
a modern family. Evoking a deep sense of warmth,
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connection, and compassion, The Bench gives
readers a window into shared and enduring
moments between a diverse group of fathers and
sons—moments of peace and reflection, trust and
belief, discovery and learning, and lasting comfort.
Working in watercolor for the first time, Caldecottwinning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson
expands on his signature style to bring joy and
softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a
father’s love through a mother’s eyes. With a
universal message, this thoughtful and heartwarming
read-aloud is destined to be treasured by families for
generations to come.
Winner 'Best Arab Cuisine Book' - Gourmand World
Cookbook Awards 2016. Palestinian food is not just
found on the streets with the ka'ak (sesame bread)
sellers and stalls selling za'atar chicken and
mana'eesh (za'atar sesame bread), but in the home
too; in the kitchens all across the country, where
families cook and eat together every day, in a way
that generations before them have always done.
Palestine on a Plate is a tribute to family, cooking
and home, made with the ingredients that Joudie's
mother and grandmother use, and their
grandmothers used before them. - old recipes
created with love that bring people together in
appreciation of the beauty of this rich heritage.
Immerse yourself in the stories and culture and
experience the wonderful flavours of Palestine
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through the food in this book.
Kids will have tons of fun as they explore 12
whimsical scenes filled with exciting-to-find hidden
objects. Clues and answers provided. Each picture
can be colored in, too!
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